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FLAVORED EXOTIC MULTIBARYONS AND HYPERNUCLEIIN TOPOLOGICAL SOLITON MODELSV. B. Kopeliovih *, A. M. ShunderukInstitute for Nulear Researh, Russian Aademy of Sienes117312, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 27 Deember 2004The energies of baryon states with positive strangeness, or antiharm (antibeauty) are estimated in the hiralsoliton approah, in the �rigid osillator� version of the bound-state soliton model proposed by Klebanov andWesterberg. Positive strangeness states an appear as relatively narrow nulear levels (�-hypernulei), the stateswith heavy anti�avors an be bound with respet to strong interations in the original Skyrme variant of themodel (SK4 variant). The binding energies of anti�avored states are also estimated in the variant of the modelwith a 6-th order term in hiral derivatives added to the Lagrangian to stabilize solitons (SK6 variant). Thisvariant is less attrative, and nulear states with antiharm and antibeauty an be unstable relative to stronginterations. The hanes to obtain bound hypernulei with heavy anti�avors inrease within the �nulearvariant� of the model with a resaled model parameter (the Skyrme onstant e or e0 dereased by about 30%),whih is expeted to be valid for baryon numbers greater than B � 10. The rational map approximation is usedto desribe multiskyrmions with the baryon number up to about 30 and to alulate the quantities neessaryfor their quantization (moments of inertia, sigma-term, et.).PACS: 12.39.D, 21.60.Ev, 21.80.+a1. INTRODUCTIONThe remarkable reent disovery of the positive-strangeness pentaquark state [1℄ and its on�rmationby several experiments [2℄ provided strong motivationfor searhes of other exoti states and revision of theexisting ideas on the struture of hadrons and the roleof the valene-quark piture in their desription [3�8℄.Subsequently, the disovery of the strangeness S = �2state with harge�2, also manifestly exoti [9℄ (see [10℄for a review of the previously existing data), and evi-dene for a narrow antiharmed baryon state [11℄ havebeen reported. Some experiments, however, did noton�rm these results, see, e.g., [12℄ and [13℄, wheresome negative results were summarized and a pes-simisti point of view was formulated. The high-ener-gy physis ommunity is now waiting for the results ofhigh-statistis experiments; some plans for future pen-taquark searhes are presented, e.g., in [14℄.*E-mail: kopelio�al20.inr.troitsk.ru, kopelio�p.inr.a.ru

The possible existene of suh states has beenforseen theoretially within the quark models [15�17℄1),as well as in hiral soliton models. The preditionof exoti states in hiral soliton models has not sim-ple and instrutive history, from the papers where theexoti antideuplet and 27-plet of baryons were men-tioned [18℄, a resonant behavior of the kaon � nuleonphase shift in the � hannel was obtained in some ver-sion of the Skyrme model [19℄, �rst estimates of theantideuplet mass were made [20, 21℄, and the massesof exoti baryon states were roughly estimated for ar-bitrary Baryon numbers B [22℄, to papers where moredetailed alulations of the antideuplet spetrum wereperformed [23�25℄, see also [26℄ for a reent disussion.The mass of the dibaryon with S = +1, I = 1=2was determined to be only 590MeV above nuleon�nuleon threshold within the soft rotator quantization1) The parity of lowest exoti states onsidered here is negative(see [7℄, however), in ontrast with the hiral soliton model pre-ditions, where it is positive. Spin and parity of exoti baryonsare not yet measured.1055



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005sheme [27℄. We note that paper [24℄, whih preditednarrow width and low mass of the positive-strangenessstate alled2) �+, stimulated experimental searhes forsuh states, in partiular, experiments [1℄ have beenarranged speially to hek the predition of [24℄.Theoretial ideas and methods that led to the pre-dition of suh states within the hiral soliton mod-els [23�25℄ have been ritiized with quite sound rea-soning in [4℄ and, in the large-N limit, in [29, 30℄.In the absene of the omplete theory of strong inter-ations, it was impossible in priniple to provide �rmpreditions for the masses of states with the auraybetter than about several tens of MeV, and similarlyfor the widths of suh states. One an agree with [29℄:the fat that in some ases preditions oinided withthe observed mass of the �+ hyperon an be onsideredas �aidental�, see also [28℄.On the other hand, from the pratial standpoint,the hiral soliton approah is useful and has a remark-able preditive power when at least one of the exotibaryon masses is �tted. The masses of exoti baryonswith strangeness S = �2 and isospin I = 3=2 preditedin this way [31℄, 1.79 GeV for the antideuplet om-ponent and 1.85 GeV for the 27-plet omponent, arelose to the value 1.86 GeV measured later [9℄. Calu-lations of the baryons spetra within the hiral solitonapproah were more reently made in papers [32�36℄,not in ontradition with [31℄; reent paper [37℄, wherethe interplay of rotational and vibrational modes hasbeen investigated, should be mentioned speially. Somereviews and omparison of the hiral soliton approahwith other models an be found, e.g., in [38℄.The partiular ase of strangeness is in a ertain re-spet more ompliated in omparison with the ase ofother �avors: the rigid rotator quantization sheme isnot quite valid in this ase [29℄, whereas the bound-sta-te approah is not quite good either [30℄. In ase ofheavy �avors, the rotator quantization is not valid atall, but the bound-state approah beomes more ade-quate a ompared to strangeness [30℄.Baryons with heavy anti�avors are ertainly not anew issue: they have been disussed in the literaturelong ago, with various results obtained for the energiesof suh states. The strange antiharmed pentaquarkwas obtained bound [39℄ in a quark model with the(u; d; s) SU(3) �avor symmetry and in the limit of avery heavy -quark. Long ago, there were already state-ments and suggestions in the literature that antiharmor antibeauty an be bound by hiral solitons in ase2) As was admitted reently in [28℄, the predition of the lowvalue of the massM� � 1530 MeV �was to some extent a luk�.

of the baryon number B = 1 [40, 41℄ (the so alled P -baryons). In [42℄, the mass di�erenes of exoti baryons(�+ and its analogies for antiharm and antibeauty)and nuleons were estimated in the �avor-symmetrilimit for deay onstants, FD = F� , in the hiral quarkmeson model. In [43℄, the anti�avor exitation ener-gies were alulated in the rigid osillator version [44℄of the bound-state soliton model [45℄, for baryon num-bers between 1 and 8. The rational map ansatz formultiskyrmions [46℄ was used as the starting on�g-uration in the three-dimensional minimization SU(3)program [47℄. These energies were found to be lose to0.59 GeV for antistrangeness, 1.75 GeV for antiharmand 4.95 GeV for antibeauty, in the last two ases theseenergies are smaller than the masses of D- and B-mesons entering the Lagrangian [43℄. The �avor sym-metry breaking in �avor deay onstants (FD=F� > 1)plays an important role for these estimates. This wastherefore lear hint that suh baryoni systems an bebound relative to strong interations.Similar results, in priniple, follow from reent anal-ysis within the bound-state soliton model [30℄ andwithin the diquark model [4℄. The spetra of ex-oti states with heavy �avors have been estimatedin di�erent models, already after the disovery ofthe positive-strangeness pentaquark [48℄ (any baryonnumber), [49�53℄, and others. The possibility of theexistene of nulear matter fragments with positivestrangeness was reently disussed in [54℄.In this paper, we estimate the energies of groundstates of multibaryons with baryon numbers up toapproximately 30 with di�erent (anti)�avors using avery transparent �rigid osillator� model [44℄. In thenext setion, the properties of multiskyrmions are on-sidered that are required in alulating the energiesof �avor exitations using the rational map approx-imation for B > 1 [46℄. It is shown that the �+baryon is bound by nulear systems, providing posi-tive-strangeness multibaryons (�-hypernulei), whosebinding energy an reah several tens of MeV. The mul-tiskyrmion on�gurations have some remarkable sal-ing properties, and as a result, the �avor and anti�a-vor exitation energies are lose to those for B = 1.The quantization sheme (a slightly modi�ed rigid os-illator version [44℄) is desribed in Se. 3, where the�avor and anti�avor exitation energies are also alu-lated. The masses (binding energies) of ground statesof positive-strangeness states � �-hypernulei � arepresented in Se. 4, followed by those for antiharmedor antibeautiful states. The last setion ontains someonlusions and prospets.1056



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :2. PROPERTIES OF MULTISKYRMIONSHere, we alulate the properties of multiskyrmionon�gurations neessary for alulation of the �avor ex-itation energies and hyper�ne splitting onstants thatgovern the 1=N-orretions to the energies of the quan-tized states. As already noted, the details of baryon �baryon interations do not enter the alulations ex-pliitly, although their e�et is impliit via the integralharateristis of the bound states of skyrmions shownin Tables 1 and 2.The Lagrangian of the Skyrme model in itswell-known form depends on parameters F� ; FD, ande and an be written as [55, 56℄L = �F 2�16 Tr(l�l�) + 132e2 Tr[l�; l� ℄2 ++ F 2�m2�16 Tr(U + U y � 2) ++F 2Dm2D�F 2�m2�24 Tr�1�p3�8� (U + U y � 2)++ F 2D � F 2�48 Tr�1�p3�8� (Ul�l� + l�l�Uy); (1)where U 2 SU(3) is a unitary matrix inorporating hi-ral (meson) �elds and l� = ��UU y. In this model, F�is �xed at the physial value F� = 186 MeV and mD isthe mass of the K-, D- or B-meson. The ratios FD=F�are known to be 1:22 and 2:28+1:4�1:1 for kaons and D-me-sons respetively. The Skyrme parameter e is lose to4 in numerial �ts of the hyperons spetra (see the dis-ussion at the end of this setion). In the variant of themodel with a 6-th order term added to stabilize soli-tons, the ontribution added to the lagrangian densityis [57�59℄L6 = � 648 Tr ([l�; l� ℄[l� ; l�℄[l�; l�℄) ; (2)where we introdue the oe�ient 1=48 in the de�nitionof the onstant 6 for further onveniene. It is knownthat this term an be onsidered as an approximation tothe exhange of !-meson in the limit asm! !1 [57℄3).The �avor symmetry breaking (FSB) in the Lagrangianis of the usual form and is su�ient to desribe the masssplittings of the otet and deuplet of baryons withinthe olletive oordinate quantization approah [60℄. Anie and useful feature of the Lagrangian in (1) and (2)is that it ontains only the seond power of the time3) In (2), we use one of several possible forms of 6-th orderterm, all of whih give the same ontribution to the stati massof the SU(2) solitons, see also a disussion in [57℄. General on-sideration of higher-order terms and the disussion of their rolein establishing skyrmion properties an be found in [58℄.

derivative, whih allows quantization to be performedwithout problems (see the next setion).The Wess � Zumino term, whih is to be added tothe ation and whih an be written as a �ve-dimen-sional di�erential form [56℄, plays an important role inthe quantization proedure. It is given bySWZ = �iN240�2 Z
 d5x������ Tr(l�l� l�l�l�); (3)where 
 is a �ve-dimensional domain whose boundaryis the four-dimensional spae � time. Ation (3) deter-mines important topologial properties of skyrmions,but it does not ontribute to the stati masses of lassi-al on�gurations [21; 61℄. The variation of this ationan be represented as a well-de�ned ontribution tothe Lagrangian (an integral over the four-dimensionalspae�time).We begin our alulations with U 2 SU(2). Thelassial mass of SU(2) solitons, in the most generalase, depends on three pro�le funtions: f; �, and �and is given byMl = Z �F 2�8 �l21+l22+l23�+ 12e2 �[l1l2℄2+[l2l3℄2++ [l3l1℄2�+ 14F 2�m2�(1� f ) + 26(l1l2l3)2� d3r; (4)where lk are the SU(2) hiral derivatives de�ned by~�UU y = ilk�k, k = 1; 2; 3. The general parameteriza-tion of U0 for an SU(2) soliton used here is given byU0 = f + sf� � nwith nz = �; nx = s��; ny = s�s� ;sf = sin f; f = os f:For the rational map ansatz, we here use as thestarting on�gurations [46℄nx = 2ReR(�)1 + jR(�)j2 ; ny = 2 ImR(�)1 + jR(�)j2 ;nz = 1� jR(�)j21 + jR(�)j2 ; (5)where R(�) is a ratio of polynomials of the maximalpower B in the variable� = tg(�=2) exp(i�);9 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 1057



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005Table 1. Stati harateristis of multiskyrmions: moments of inertia and the �-term �, ~� in the SK4 variant of themodel with e = 4:12, and for the SK6 variant of the model with e0 = 4:11, in GeV�1B �SK4I �(0)SK4F �SK4 ~�SK4 �SK6I �(0)SK6F �SK6 ~�SK61 5:56 2:05 4:80 14:9 5:13 2:28 6:08 15:82 11:5 4:18 9:35 22:0 9:26 4:94 14:0 24:73 14:4 6:34 14:0 27:0 12:7 7:35 20:7 30:44 16:8 8:27 18:0 31:0 15:2 8:93 24:5 33:75 23:5 10:8 23:8 35:0 18:7 11:8 32:8 38:36 25:4 13:1 29:0 38:0 21:7 14:1 39:3 41:67 28:9 14:7 32:3 44:0 23:9 15:4 42:5 43:48 33:4 17:4 38:9 47:0 27:2 18:5 51:6 46:99 37:8 20:6 46:3 47:5 30:2 21:1 59:1 49:710 41:4 23:0 52:0 50:0 32:9 23:5 65:8 51:911 45:2 25:6 58:5 52:4 35:8 26:1 73:6 54:312 48:5 28:0 64:1 54:6 38:4 28:3 79:9 56:213 52:1 30:5 70:2 56:8 41:2 30:8 87:1 58:114 56:1 33:6 78:2 58:9 44:3 34:0 96:9 60:515 59:8 36:3 85:1 60:9 47:1 36:7 105 62:416 63:2 38:9 91:5 62:8 49:7 39:3 112 64:117 66:2 41:2 96:8 64:6 52:1 41:3 118 65:418 70:3 44:5 106 66:4 55:2 44:8 129 67:519 73:9 47:4 113 68:2 58:0 47:8 138 69:220 77:5 50:4 121 69:9 60:8 50:8 147 70:821 80:9 53:2 128 71:5 63:5 53:6 156 72:422 84:3 56:0 136 73:1 66:1 56:4 164 73:823 88:0 59:2 144 74:7 69:0 59:7 174 75:424 91:3 62:0 151 76:2 71:6 62:5 183 76:725 94:7 64:9 159 77:6 74:2 65:4 192 78:026 98:2 68:1 168 79:1 77:0 68:7 202 79:427 102 71:1 176 80:5 79:7 71:7 211 80:828 105 74:3 185 81:9 82:5 75:1 222 82:232 118 86:4 217 87:2 93:0 87:4 260 86:9with � and � being polar and azimuthal angles de�n-ing the diretion of the radius vetor r. An importantassumption is that the vetor n depends on angularvariables but is independent of r, whereas the pro�lef(r) depends on the distane from the soliton enteronly. The expliit form of R(�) is given in [46, 62℄ fordi�erent values of B. Within the rational map approx-imation, all harateristis of multiskyrmions that weneed (inluding the mass and moments of inertia) de-pend on two quantities given by integrals over angular
variables, N = 18� Z r2(�ink)2d
;I = 18� Z r4[~�ni~�nk℄2d
; (6)whih satisfy the inequality I � N 2 [46℄. For thelowest-energy on�guration, N = B, f(0)� f(1) = �,and the value of I should be found by minimizationof the map S2 ! S2 [46℄. The lassial mass of the1058



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :Table 2. Stati harateristis of multiskyrmions: moments of inertia and �-term, �, ~� for resaled, or nulear variantsof the model: e = 3:00 in the SK4 and e0 = 2:84 in the SK6 variants, in GeV�1B �SK4�I �(0)SK4�F �SK4� ~�SK4� �SK6�I �(0)SK6�F �SK6� ~�SK6�1 12:8 4:66 10:1 19:6 14:2 6:21 15:3 22:32 24:3 9:87 20:9 28:8 25:7 13:6 35:9 34:73 34:7 15:1 31:7 35:6 35:5 20:4 53:9 42:54 42:9 19:4 40:1 41:1 43:2 25:0 64:6 46:95 53:5 25:4 53:2 46:2 52:9 32:9 86:2 53:16 62:6 30:7 64:7 50:6 61:4 39:4 103 57:47 69:6 34:9 72:5 54:4 68:0 43:3 112 59:88 79:9 41:3 87:4 58:2 77:3 51:7 135 64:49 88:9 47:1 101 61:7 85:7 58:9 154 67:910 97:4 52:6 113 64:9 93:5 65:3 171 70:811 106 58:5 126 67:9 102 72:5 191 73:812 114 63:8 138 70:8 109 78:7 207 76:113 122 69:5 151 73:6 117 85:4 225 78:614 132 76:3 168 76:3 125 94:0 249 81:515 140 82:3 182 78:8 133 101 269 83:916 148 88:1 196 81:2 141 108 287 86:017 155 93:2 207 83:5 148 114 302 87:618 164 100 225 85:9 156 123 328 90:119 173 107 241 88:1 164 131 350 92:220 181 113 257 90:3 172 139 372 94:124 213 138 320 98:2 202 170 457 10128 245 165 387 105 232 202 550 10732 275 191 454 112 261 234 640 113multiskyrmion then simpli�es toMl = 4� Z "F 2�8  f 02 + 2Bs2fr2!+ s2f2e2r2��  2f 02B + s2f Ir2!+ 46If 02 s4fr4 + �M:t:# r2 dr; (7)whih should and an be easily minimized for de�nite Band I. The mass term density is simple for the startingSU(2) skyrmion,�M:t: = F 2�m2�(1� f )=4:The quantity � an be introdued [59℄ that harater-izes the relative weight of the 6-th order term as�(1� �)2 = 6F 2�e4;

or 6 = �F 2�e04 :For the pure SK6 variant (� = 1, e ! 1, ande0 = ep1� � is �xed), there is the relation6 = 1F 2�e04 :The ��avor� moment of inertia plays a very im-portant role in the proedure of SU(3) quantiza-tion [61, 23℄, see formulas (16), (17), and (23) below.It de�nes the SU(3) rotational energyErot(SU3) = �F (
24 +
25 +
26 +
27)=2with 
a, a = 4; : : : ; 7, being the angular veloities ofrotation in the SU(3) on�guration spae. For SU(2)skyrmions as starting on�gurations and the rational1059 9*



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005map ansatz desribing the lassial �eld on�gurations,�F is given by [63, 64℄�F = 18 Z (1� f )"F 2D + 1e2�f 02 + 2Bs2fr2�++26 s2fr2�2Bf 02 + I s2fr2�# r2 dr: (8)It is simply related with �(0)F of the �avor symmetriase (FD = F�),�F = �(0)F + (F 2D=F 2� � 1)�=4; (9)with � de�ned in Eq. (11) below.The isotopi momenta of inertia are the omponentsof the orresponding tensor of inertia presented anddisussed in many papers, see, e.g., [23; 61; 63℄. Formajority of multiskyrmions that we disuss, this tensorof inertia is lose to the unit matrix multiplied by theisotopi moment of inertia:�ab � �IÆab; �I = �I;aa=3:This is exatly the ase for B = 1 and, to within agood auray, for B = 3 and 7. Considerable devia-tions take plae for the torus with B = 2, smaller onesfor B = 4, 5, and 6, and, generally, deviations dereasewith inreasing the B-number. In our estimates, we usea very simple expression obtained within the rationalmap approximation [63, 64℄:�I = 4�3 Z s2f�F 2�2 + 2e2�f 02 +Bs2fr2�++ 86Bs4f f 02r2 �r2 dr: (10)At large enough baryon numbers, isotopi inertia (10)reeives the leading ontribution from the spherial en-velope of the multiskyrmion where its mass is onen-trated. The dimensions of this spherial bubble growas RB � pB [63℄, and moments of inertia are roughlyproportional to the baryon number.The quantity � (or the �-term) determines the on-tribution of the mass term to the lassial mass of soli-tons, and ~� enters due to the presene of the FSB termproportional to the di�erene F 2D � F 2� in (1), the lastterm in (1). They de�ne the potential in whih therigid osillator moves and are given by� = F 2�2 Z (1� f ) d3r;~� = 14 Z f �(~�f)2 + s2f (~�ni)2�: (11)

The relation ~� = 2(M (2)l =F 2� � e2�SK4F )an also be established, whereM (2)l is the seond-orderterm ontribution to the lassial mass of the solitonand �SK4F is the Skyrme term ontribution to the �a-vor moment of inertia. The alulated momenta of in-ertia �F , �I , � (or �-term), and ~� for solitons withthe baryon numbers up to 32 are presented in Tables 1and 2. The �-term � reeives ontribution from thebulk of the multiskyrmion, where f � �1, and there-fore grows faster than the moment of inertia �I . The�avor inertia �F reeives ontribution from the surfaeand the bulk of the multiskyrmion, and its behavior isintermediate between that of � and �I .For both variants of the model, SK4 and SK6, wealulated stati harateristis of multiskyrmions fortwo values of the only parameter of the model, theonstant e (or e0) for the SK6 variant, related to 6via e0 = 1(F 2� 6)1=4 :For the SK4 variant of the model and e = 4:12, thenumbers given in Table 1 for B = 1�8 are obtainedas a result of diret numerial energy minimization inthree dimensions performed using the alulation algo-rythm developed in [47℄. Therefore, they di�er slightlyfrom those obtained in the pure rational-map approx-imation. This di�erene is maximum for B = 2 anddereases with inreasing B. In all other ases, weused the rational map approximation with values ofthe Morse funtion I given in [46, 62℄.The seond value of the onstants, e = 3:00 ande0 = 2:84, leads to the �nulear variant� of the model,whih allows a quite suessful desription of the masssplittings of nulear isotopes for atomi (baryon) num-bers between approximately 10 and 30 [65℄. The statiharateristis of multiskyrmions hange onsiderablywhen the onstants e or e0 hange by about 30%, seeTable 2, beause the dimensions of solitons sale as1=F�e and the isotopi mass splittings sale as F�e3.However, the �avor exitation energies hange not ru-ially, even slightly for harm and beauty, aording tothe sale invariane of these quantities [63℄, as desribedin the next setion.3. FLAVOR AND ANTIFLAVOR EXCITATIONENERGIESThe SU(3) e�etive ation de�ned by (1), (3) leadsto the olletive Lagrangian obtained in [61℄. To quan-tize the solitons in their SU(3) on�guration spae,1060



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :in the spirit of the bound-state approah to the de-sription of strangeness proposed in [45, 44℄ and usedin [63, 43℄, we onsider the olletive oordinate motionof the meson �elds inorporated into the matrix U :U(r; t) = R(t)U0(O(t)r)Ry(t);R(t) = A(t)S(t); (12)where U0 is the SU(2) soliton embedded intoSU(3) in the usual way (into the upper-left or-ner), A(t) 2 SU(2) desribes SU(2) rotations, andS(t) 2 SU(3) desribes rotations in the �strange�,�harm� or �beauty� diretions and O(t) desribesrigid rotations in real spae. In the quantizationproedure of the rotator with the help of SU(3)olletive oordinates, the following de�nition ofangular veloities in the SU(3) on�guration spae isaepted [61℄: Ry(t) _R(t) = � i2
���: (13)Here, ��, � = 1; : : : ; 8, are the SU(3) Gell-Mann ma-tries. For the quantization method proposed in [44℄and used here, parameterization (12) is more onve-nient, the omponents 
� an be expressed via olle-tive oordinates introdued in (12).For de�niteness, we onsider the extension of the(u; d) SU(2) Skyrme model in the (u; d; s) diretion,with D being the �eld of K-mesons, but it is lear thatquite similar extensions an also be made in the dire-tions of harm or bottom. Therefore,S(t) = exp(iD(t)); D(t) = Xa=4;:::7Da(t)�a; (14)where �a are the Gell-Mann matries of the (u; d; s),(u; d; ) or (u; d; b) SU(3) groups. The (u; d; ) and(u; d; b) SU(3) groups are quite analogous to the(u; d; s) one. For the (u; d; ) group, a simple rede�-nition of hyperharge should be made. For the (u; d; s)group,D4 = K+ +K�p2 ; D5 = i(K+ �K�)p2 ; et.For the (u; d; ) group,D4 = D0 + �D0p2 ; et:The angular veloities of the isospin rotations ! arede�ned in the standard way [61℄:Ay _A = �i! � �=2:

Here, we do not onsider the usual spae rotations indetail beause the orresponding momenta of inertiafor baryoni systems are muh greater than the isospinmomenta of inertia, and for the lowest possible valuesof the angular momentum J , the orresponding quan-tum orretion is either exatly zero (for even B) orsmall. The �eld D is small in magnitude. In fat, it isof the order 1=pN at least, where N is the number ofolors in QCD, see Eq. (22). Therefore, the expansionof the matrix S in D an be made safely.The mass term of Lagrangian (1) an be alulatedexatly, without expansion in the powers of the �eld D,beause the matrix S is given by [44℄S = 1 + iD sin d=d�D2(1� os d)=d2with TrD2 = 2d2:We �nd that�LM = �F 2Dm2D � F 2�m2�4 (1� f )s2d: (15)This term an easily be expanded up to any orderin d. The omparison of this expression with �LM ,within the olletive oordinate approah of the quan-tization of SU(2) solitons in the SU(3) on�gurationspae [23; 61℄, allows us to establish the relationsin2 d = sin2 �;where � is the angle of the �4 rotation or the rotationinto the �strange� (�harm�, �beauty�) diretion. Af-ter some alulations, we �nd that the Lagrangian ofthe model, to the lowest order in the �eld D, an bewritten asL = �Ml;B + 4�F;B _Dy _D �� ��B�F 2DF 2� m2D �m2��+ ~�B(F 2D � F 2� )�DyD �� iNB2 (Dy _D � _DyD): (16)Here and below, D is the doublet K+; K0 (D0; D�, orB+; B0): d2 = TrD2=2 = 2DyD:We keep the standard notation for the moment of in-ertia of the rotation into the ��avor� diretion �Ffor �; �b or �s [60; 61℄; di�erent notation is usedin [44℄ (the index  denotes the harm quantum num-ber, exept in N). The ontribution proportional to~�B is suppressed by a small fator proportional to(F 2D � F 2� )=m2D in omparison with the term of the1061



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005order of �, and is more important for strangeness. Theterm proportional to NB in (1) arises from the Wess �Zumino term in the ation and is responsible for thedi�erene of the exitation energies of strangeness andantistrangeness (�avor and anti�avor in the generalase) [44; 45℄.Following the anonial quantization proedure, theHamiltonian of the system, inluding the terms of theorder of N0 , an be written as [44℄HB = Ml;B + 14�F;B�y�++ ��B �m2D + ~�B(F 2D � F 2� ) + N2B216�F;B �DyD ++ i NB8�F;B (Dy���yD); (17)where �m2D = (F 2D=F 2� )m2D �m2�:The momentum � is anonially onjugate to variableD (see Eq. (18) below). Equation (17) desribes anosillator-type motion of the �eld D in the bakgroundformed by the (u; d) SU(2) soliton. After diagonaliza-tion, whih an be done expliitly following [44℄, thenormal-ordered Hamiltonian an be written asHB = Ml;B + !F;Baya+ �!F;Bbyb+O(1=N); (18)where ay, by being the operators of reation of thestrangeness (i.e., antikaons) and antistrangeness (�avorand anti�avor) quantum number, and !F;B and �!F;Bare the frequenies of �avor (anti�avor) exitations. Dand � are related with a and b as [44℄Di = 1pNB�F;B (bi + ayi);�i = pNB�F;B2i (bi � ayi); (19)where�F;B = "1+16[ �m2D�B+(F 2D�F 2� )~�B ℄�F;B(NB)2 #1=2 (20)is slowly varying quantity. For large mass mD, it sim-pli�es as �F;B ! 4 �mDp�B�F;BNB : (21)Obviously, at large N, � � N0 � 1, and the de-pendene on the B-number is also weak, beause both

�B ; �F;B � NB4). For the lowest states, the valuesof D are small,jDj � �16�B�F;B �m2D +N2B2��1=4 ; (22)and inrease as (2jF j+1)1=2 with inreasing the �avornumber jF j. As follows from (22) [44, 43℄, deviations ofthe �eld D from the vauum one derease with inreas-ing the massmD, as well as with inreasing the numberof olors N; this explains why the method works forany mD, inluding harm and beauty quantum num-bers.The exitation frequenies ! and �! are!F;B = NB8�F;B (�F;B � 1);�!F;B = NB8�F;B (�F;B + 1): (23)The osillation time an be estimated as�os � �!F;B � 2�(�B=�B)1=2mD ;and hene it dereases with inreasing mD. As wasobserved in [63, 43℄, the di�erene�!F;B � !F;B = NB4�F;Boinides, to the leading order in N, with the ex-pression obtained in the olletive oordinate ap-proah [60; 61℄, see the Appendix. At large mD, us-ing (21) for the di�erene !F;1 � !F;B , we obtain(N = 3)�!F;1 � �!F;B � �mD2 "� �1�F;1�1=2 �� �B�F;B�1=2#++ 38� B�F;B � 1�F;1�: (24)Obviously, at largemD, the �rst term in (24) dominatesand is positive if �1�F;1 � �B�F;B :This is on�rmed by the data in Table 1. We also notethat the braket in the �rst term in (24) is independentof the parameters of the model if the bakground SU(2)soliton is alulated in the hirally symmetrial limit:4) Stritly, at large B, �B � B3=2, as explained above. Butnumerially at B < 30, �B � B, as an be seen from Tables 1and 2.1062



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :both � and � sale as 1=F�e3. In a realisti ase wherethe physial pion mass is inluded in (1), there is someweak dependene on the parameters of the model.The FSB in the �avor deay onstants, i.e., the fatthat FK=F� � 1:22 and FD=F� = 2:28+1:4�1:1, shouldbe taken into aount. In the Skyrme model, this fatleads to the inrease of the �avor exitation frequenies,whih hanges the spetra of �avored (; b) baryons andputs them in a better agreement with the data [40℄. Italso leads to some hanges of the total binding ener-gies of baryoni system [43℄. This is partly due to thelarge ontribution of the Skyrme term to the �avor mo-ment of inertia �F . We note that in [44℄, the FSB instrangeness deay onstant was not taken into aount,and this led to underestimation of the strangeness ex-itation energies. Heavy �avors (; b) have not beenonsidered in these papers.The addition of the term L6 into starting La-grangian (1) leads to modi�ation of the �avored mo-ment of inertia, aording to the simple relation�F = �kinF +�SK4F +�SK6F :But in order to adequately take the symmetry breakingterms into aount, we have to express (in some orderof N�1 ) �rst set of oordinates (13) in terms of theolletive oordinates A(t) and S(t) and substitute theresult into Lrot.The terms of the order of N�1 in the Hamiltonian,whih also depend on the angular veloities of rota-tions in the isospin and the usual spae, are not ruialbut important for the numerial estimates of the spe-tra of baryoni systems. To alulate them, we should�rst obtain the Lagrangian of baryoni system inlud-ing all the terms up to O(1=N). The Lagrangian anbe written in a ompat form, slightly di�erent fromthat in [44℄, as [42℄L � �Ml + 2�F;B �2 _Dy _D�1� d23 ��� 43�Dy _D _DyD � (Dy _D)2 � ( _DyD)2�+ (! � �)�++�I;B2 (!��)2���B ~m2D+(F 2D�F 2� )~�B�DyD���1� d23 �+ iNB2 �1� d23 �( _DyD �Dy _D)�� NB2 !Dy�D; (25)where d2 = 2DyD

and � = �i( _Dy�D �Dy� _D): (26)As we mentioned already, the role of the term L6 re-dues to the modi�ation of the �avored inertia �F in(25). It is a remarkable property of the starting La-grangian inluding L6 that only quadrati terms in 
aenter (25). To obtain this expression, we used the on-netion between omponents 
a and D; _D; !i:
24 + : : :+
27 = 8 _Dy _D�1� d23 ��� 163 �Dy _D _DyD � (Dy _D)2 � ( _DyD)2�+ 4(! � �);and the omponent 
8 that determines the WZW termontribution,
8 = p3�i�1� d2=3�(Dy _D � _DyD) +!Dy�D�:Taking the terms proportional to 1=N into aount,we �nd that the anonial variable � onjugate to D is� = �L� _Dy == 4�F;B� _D�1� d23 �� 23Dy _DD + 43 _DyDD�++ i(�I;B � 2�F;B)! � �D � i�I;B� � �D ++ iNB2 �1� d23 �D: (27)From (25), the body-�xed isospin operator isIbf = �L�! = �I;B! + (2�F;B ��I;B)� �� NB2 Dy�D; (28)whih an also be written asIbf = �I! +�1� �I2�F � IF � NB�I4�F Dy�D (29)with the operatorÎF = i2�Dy����y�D� = 12(by� b� aT �ayT ): (30)Using the onnetion between �; _D, and D givenby (27) in the leading order, we obtain� � 12�F �IF + NB2 Dy�D�: (31)1063



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005For the states with a de�nite �avor quantum number,we should make the substitutionDy�D ! � 2IFNB�Ffor �avor or Dy�D ! 2IFNB�Ffor anti�avor; for matrix elements of states with a def-inite �avor, we an then writeIbf = �I;B! + F;BIF (32)with F;B = 1� �I;B2�F;B�F;B (�F;B � 1): (33)We also used that within our approximation,�I;B� � (1� F;B)IF : (34)A relation similar to (32) also holds for anti�avor with �F;B = 1� �I;B2�F;B�F;B (�F;B + 1); (35)and it therefore di�ers from (33) by the hange�! ��. Using the identities�i� � �D = 2DyD _D � ( _DyD +Dy _D)D (36)and �2 = 4DyD _Dy _D � ( _DyD +Dy _D)2; (37)we �nd that the proportional to 1=N zero mode quan-tum orretions to the energies of skyrmions an beestimated [44℄ as�E1=N == 12�I;B [F;BIr(Ir + 1) + (1� F;B)I(I + 1)++ (�F;B � F;B)IF (IF + 1)℄ ; (38)where I = Ibf is the value of the isospin of the baryonor baryon system, Ir is the quantity analogous tothe �right� isospin Ir in the olletive oordinate ap-proah [61℄, and Ir = Ibf � IF :The hyper�ne struture onstants F;B are given in (33)and �F;B are de�ned by the relations1� �F;B = �I;B�F;B(�F;B)2 (�F;B � 1);1� � �F;B = � �I;B�F;B(�F;B)2 (�F;B + 1): (39)

For nuleons, I = Ir = 1=2; IF = 0and �E1=N(N) = 38�I;1 ;for the �-isobar,I = Ir = 3=2; IF = 0;and �E1=N(�) = 158�I;1 ;as in the SU(2) quantization sheme. The �-N masssplitting is desribed satisfatorily aording to the val-ues of �I presented in Table 1.As an be seen in Table 3, the �avor exitation en-ergies somewhat derease in the SK4 variant as theB-number inreases from 1 to 7, but further these en-ergies inrease again and exeed the B = 1 value forB � 20. The last property an be onneted, how-ever, with spei� harahter of the rational-map ap-proximation (the quantity � inreases faster than the�avored inertia �F , see (24)), whih beomes less re-alisti for larger values of B. Suh a behavior of thefrequenies is important for onlusions about the pos-sible existene of hypernulei [66℄. The Table 3 is pre-sented here for omparison with anti�avor exitationenergies presented in Table 4. Generally, the rigid os-illator version of the bound state model that we usehere overestimates the �avor exitation energies. Butphenomenologial onsequenes derived in [63, 66℄ forthe binding energies of strange S = �1 hypernulei arebased mainly on the di�erenes of these energies. Thequalitative and in some ases quantitative agreementtakes plae between the data for binding energies ofground states of hypernulei with atomi numbers be-tween 5 and 20 and the results of alulations withinthe SK4 variant of the hiral soliton model, with theolletive motion of solitons in the SU(3) on�gurationspae taken into aount [66℄.Another peuliarity of interest is that for theresaled variant of the model, the harm and beautyexitation energies are very lose to those of the origi-nal variant (saling property), but di�er more substan-tially for strangeness, being greater by approximately30 � 40 MeV. This somewhat unexpeted behavior isrelated with the fat that �avor exitation energies ap-pear as a result of subtration of two quantities thatbehave di�erently under resaling, see (23).Similar to �avor energies, there is remarkable uni-versality of anti�avor exitation energies for di�er-ent baryon numbers, espeially for antiharm and an-1064



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :Table 3. Flavor exitation energies for strangeness, harm, and beauty, in GeV. e = 4:12 for the SK4 variant ande0 = 4:11 for the SK6 variant. For resaled variants (the numbers marked with �), e = 3:00 and e0 = 2:84 for SK4 andSK6 variants, orrespondingly. The ratio FD=F� = 1:5 for harm and FB=F� = 2 for beautyB !SK4s !SK4 !SK4b !SK6s !SK6 !SK6b !SK4�s !SK4� !SK4�b !SK6�s !SK6� !SK6�b1 0:307 1:54 4:80 0:336 1:61 4:93 0:345 1:55 4:77 0:375 1:62 4:892 0:298 1:52 4:77 0:346 1:64 4:98 0:339 1:54 4:75 0:386 1:66 4:953 0:293 1:51 4:76 0:342 1:64 4:98 0:336 1:54 4:74 0:385 1:66 4:954 0:285 1:50 4:74 0:328 1:62 4:95 0:330 1:52 4:72 0:377 1:64 4:935 0:290 1:51 4:75 0:334 1:63 4:96 0:334 1:53 4:74 0:380 1:65 4:946 0:290 1:51 4:76 0:332 1:63 4:96 0:334 1:54 4:74 0:379 1:65 4:947 0:285 1:50 4:74 0:324 1:62 4:95 0:331 1:53 4:73 0:374 1:64 4:938 0:290 1:51 4:76 0:329 1:63 4:96 0:335 1:54 4:75 0:377 1:65 4:949 0:292 1:52 4:77 0:331 1:63 4:97 0:336 1:54 4:76 0:378 1:65 4:9410 0:293 1:52 4:78 0:331 1:63 4:97 0:337 1:55 4:76 0:378 1:65 4:9411 0:295 1:53 4:79 0:332 1:63 4:97 0:338 1:55 4:77 0:378 1:65 4:9512 0:295 1:53 4:79 0:331 1:63 4:97 0:338 1:55 4:77 0:378 1:65 4:9513 0:296 1:53 4:79 0:332 1:63 4:98 0:339 1:55 4:77 0:378 1:65 4:9514 0:300 1:54 4:80 0:335 1:64 4:98 0:342 1:56 4:79 0:379 1:65 4:9515 0:301 1:54 4:81 0:336 1:64 4:99 0:343 1:56 4:79 0:380 1:66 4:9516 0:302 1:54 4:81 0:336 1:64 4:99 0:343 1:56 4:79 0:380 1:66 4:9617 0:302 1:54 4:81 0:335 1:64 4:99 0:343 1:56 4:79 0:379 1:66 4:9520 0:308 1:56 4:84 0:340 1:65 5:00 0:347 1:58 4:81 0:382 1:66 4:9624 0:312 1:57 4:85 0:343 1:66 5:01 0:351 1:58 4:83 0:384 1:66 4:9728 0:316 1:58 4:87 0:347 1:66 5:02 0:354 1:59 4:85 0:385 1:67 4:9832 0:319 1:59 4:88 0:349 1:67 5:02 0:356 1:60 4:86 0:386 1:67 4:98tibeauty: variations do not exeed few perent. It fol-lows from Table 4 that there is some derease of the an-ti�avor exitation energies as B inreases from 1; thise�et is striking for the SK4 variant and espeially forstrangeness. Within the SK6 variant, the B = 1 ener-gies for antiharm and antibeauty are slightly smallerthan for B � 2.For strangeness, �!s dereases with inreasing theB-number in most ases, as an be seen in Table 4(exept in the resaled SK6 variant, where the B = 1energy is slightly smaller than the B = 2 one), but it isalways greater than the kaon mass, and therefore thestate with positive strangeness an deay strongly intokaon and some �nal nuleus or nulear fragments.The heavy anti�avor exitation energies also reveala notable sale independene, i.e., the values obtainedwith onstant e = 4:12 and 3:00 (SK4 variant) shownin Tables 3 and 4, are lose to eah other within sev-eral perent, as well as the values for e0 = 4:11 and

2:84 for the SK6 variant. This was atually expetedfrom general arguments for large values of the FSB me-son mass [43℄. The hange of numerial values of theseenergies is, however, important for onlusions onern-ing the binding energies of nulear states with anti�a-vors. All exitation energies of anti�avors are smallerfor resaled variants, i.e., when the onstants e or e0 aredereased by about 30%. This seems natural beausedimensions of multiskyrmions, whih sale as 1=F�e,inrease due to this hange, and all energies beome�softer�. Suh a behavior ours beause anti�avor en-ergies are the sum of two terms (see above (23)) thatbehave (roughly!) similarly under resaling. Remark-ably, the derease of energies due to the resaling isof the order of 100 MeV in all ases (e.g., for antis-trangeness and B = 1, it is 119 MeV in the SK4 variantand 116 MeV in the SK6 variant), and slightly smallerfor � (derease due to resaling about 100 MeV) and �b(derease by 110 MeV).1065



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005Table 4. Anti�avor exitation energies for strangeness, harm and beauty, as in Table 3. In the original variants of themodel, e = 4:12 for the SK4 variant and e0 = 4:11 for the SK6 variant. The numbers with � are for the resaled variantsof the model, e = 3:0 for the SK4 variant and e0 = 2:84 for the SK6 variant. The ratio FD=F� = 1:5 for harm andFB=F� = 2 for beautyB �!SK4s �!SK4 �!SK4b �!SK6s �!SK6 �!SK6b �!SK4�s �!SK4� �!SK4�b �!SK6�s �!SK6� �!SK6�b1 0:591 1:75 4:94 0:584 1:79 5:04 0:472 1:65 4:83 0:468 1:69 4:932 0:571 1:72 4:90 0:571 1:80 5:08 0:459 1:63 4:81 0:470 1:72 4:993 0:564 1:71 4:89 0:569 1:80 5:07 0:455 1:63 4:80 0:468 1:72 4:994 0:567 1:71 4:87 0:580 1:80 5:06 0:454 1:62 4:78 0:468 1:71 4:975 0:558 1:71 4:88 0:571 1:80 5:07 0:452 1:62 4:80 0:466 1:71 4:986 0:555 1:71 4:88 0:571 1:80 5:07 0:451 1:62 4:80 0:465 1:71 4:987 0:559 1:71 4:88 0:578 1:80 5:06 0:451 1:62 4:79 0:466 1:71 4:978 0:553 1:71 4:89 0:571 1:80 5:07 0:450 1:63 4:80 0:465 1:71 4:989 0:550 1:71 4:90 0:569 1:80 5:07 0:450 1:63 4:81 0:465 1:71 4:9810 0:549 1:71 4:90 0:569 1:80 5:07 0:450 1:63 4:82 0:465 1:71 4:9811 0:547 1:71 4:90 0:567 1:80 5:08 0:450 1:63 4:82 0:464 1:71 4:9812 0:547 1:72 4:91 0:568 1:80 5:08 0:450 1:63 4:82 0:464 1:71 4:9813 0:546 1:72 4:91 0:567 1:80 5:08 0:450 1:64 4:83 0:464 1:71 4:9914 0:543 1:72 4:92 0:564 1:80 5:08 0:450 1:64 4:84 0:464 1:72 4:9915 0:542 1:72 4:92 0:563 1:80 5:08 0:450 1:64 4:84 0:464 1:72 4:9916 0:541 1:72 4:93 0:562 1:80 5:08 0:450 1:64 4:85 0:464 1:72 4:9917 0:542 1:72 4:93 0:564 1:80 5:09 0:450 1:64 4:85 0:464 1:72 4:9918 0:540 1:72 4:93 0:561 1:81 5:09 0:451 1:65 4:85 0:464 1:72 5:0019 0:539 1:73 4:94 0:559 1:81 5:09 0:451 1:65 4:86 0:464 1:72 5:0020 0:538 1:73 4:94 0:558 1:81 5:09 0:451 1:65 4:86 0:464 1:72 5:0024 0:536 1:73 4:96 0:555 1:81 5:10 0:452 1:66 4:88 0:463 1:72 5:0028 0:533 1:74 4:97 0:552 1:81 5:10 0:453 1:67 4:89 0:463 1:72 5:0132 0:532 1:74 4:98 0:550 1:81 5:11 0:453 1:67 4:90 0:463 1:73 5:014. THE BINDING ENERGIES OF�+-HYPERNUCLEI AND ANTICHARMED(ANTIBEAUTIFUL) HYPERNUCLEIIn view of large enough values of the antistrangenessexitation energies, one annot speak about positi-ve-strangeness hypernulei that deay weakly, similarlyto ordinary S = �1 hypernulei. But one an speakabout �-hypernulei where the �-hyperon is bound byseveral nuleons. A puzzling property of pentaquarksis their small width, �� <� 10 MeV aording toexperiments where �+ has been observed [1, 2℄, andprobably even smaller, aording to analyses of kaon �nuleon interation data [67℄. Possible explanations,from some numerial anellation [24℄ and anellationin a large-N expansion [68℄ to qualitative one in terms

of the quark-model wave funtion [3, 4℄ and alula-tion using operator produt expansion [69℄ have beenproposed5). The width of nulear bound states of �should be of the same order of magnitude as the widthof �+ itself or smaller: besides the smaller energy re-lease, some suppression due to the Pauli bloking forthe �nal nuleon from � deay an our for heaviernulei.For antiharm and antibeauty, the exitation ener-gies are smaller than the masses of the D- or B-meson,and it makes sense to onsider the possibility of the ex-5) In most of variants of the explanation, it is di�ult to ex-pet the width of the �-hyperon of the order 1 MeV, as obtainedin [67℄. Therefore, veri�ation of the data analyzed in [67℄ seemsto be of �rst priority.1066



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :istene of antiharmed or antibeauty hypernulei thathave the life time harateristi of weak interations.In the bound-state soliton model, and in its rigidosillator version as well, the states predited do notorrespond a priory to de�nite SU(3) or SU(4) repre-sentations. They an be asribed to de�nite irreduibleSU(3) representations as was shown in [44, 43℄. Dueto on�guration mixing aused by the �avor symme-try breaking, eah state with a de�nite value of �avor,s;  or b, is some mixture of the omponents of severalirreduible SU(3) representations with a given valueof F and isospin I , whih is stritly onserved in ourapproah (unless manifestly isospin-violating terms areinluded into the Lagrangian). In ase of strangeness,as alulations show (see, e.g., [27℄), this mixture isusually dominated by the lowest irreduible SU(3) rep-resentation, and admixtures do not exeed several per-ents. The situation hanges for harm or beauty quan-tum numbers, where admixtures an have the weightomparable with the weight of the lowest on�gura-tion. However, we here onsider the simplest possibil-ity of one lowest irreduible representation, for roughestimates.Let (p; q) haraterize the irreduible SU(3) repre-sentation to whih baryon system belongs. The quan-tization ondition [61℄p+ 2q = NB;for arbitrary N, then hanges top+ 2q = NB + 3m;where m is related to the number of additional quark �antiquark pairs nq�q present in the quantized states,nq�q � m [22, 70℄. The nonexoti states with m = 0, orminimal states, havep+ 2q = 3B;(N = 3 in what follows), and states with the lowest�right� isospin Ir = p=2 have(p; q) = (0; 3B=2)for even B and (p; q) = (1; (3B � 1)=2)for odd B [22, 27℄. For example, the state with B = 1,jF j = 1, I = 0 and nq�q = 0 should belong to the otetof the (u; d; s) or (u; d; ) SU(3) group, if N = 3; seealso [44℄. For the �rst exoti states, the lowest possibleirreduible SU(3) representations (p; q) for eah valueof the baryon number B are de�ned by the relationsp+ 2q = 3(B + 1);

p = 1; q = (3B + 2)=2for even B, andp = 0; q = (3B + 3)=2for odd B. For example, we have 35, 80, 143, and224-plets for B = 2; 4; 6, and 8, and 28; 55 and 91-pletsfor B = 3; 5, and 7.Beause we are interested in the lowest energystates, we here disuss the baryoni systems with thelowest allowed angular momentum, i.e., J = 0, forB = 4; 6, et. and J = 1=2 for odd values of theB-number. There are some deviations from this simplelaw for the ground states of real nulei, but anyway, theorretion to the energy of quantized states due to ol-letive rotation of solitons is small and dereases withinreasing B beause the orresponding moment of in-ertia inreases proportionally to B2 [63, 64℄. Moreover,the J-dependent orretion to the energy may anelin the di�erenes of energies of �avored and �avorlessstates, and we therefore neglet these ontributions inour rough estimates.For the nonexoti states, we previously onsideredthe energy di�erene between the state with �avor Fbelonging to the (p; q) irreduible representation andthe ground state with F = 0 and the same angular mo-mentum and (p; q) [66℄. The situation is di�erent forexoti states, beause exoti and nonexoti states havedi�erent values of (p; q). The di�erene between �! and!, �! � ! = N4�Ftakes this distintion into aount in the values of (p; q),as shown expliitly in Appendix.For B = 1; 3; 5; : : : , we have I = Ir = 1=2, IF = 0for the ground state, and therefore the orretion�E1=N = I(I + 1)2�I;B = 38�I;B :For exoti anti�avored state, we have I = 0,Ir = IF = 1=2, and the orretions equal to�E1=N = 3�F;B8�I;B :For the di�erene of energies between exoti and nonex-oti ground states, we obtain�EB;F = �!F;B + 3(� �F;B � 1)8�F;B == �!F;B + 3(�F;B + 1)8�2F;B�F;B : (40)We note that the moment of inertia �I does not enterthe di�erene of energies (40).1067



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005For B = 4, 6; : : : the ground state hasI = Ir = IF = 0 (as for nuleus 4He) and�E1=N = 0:For the �rst exoti states, I = IF = 1=2, and we havea hoie for Ir, Ir = 0 or 1. If �F;B = 1� �I;B(�F;B + 1)2�F;B�F;B > 0;we have Ir = 0, and if  �F;B < 0, we should take Ir = 1.In the �rst ase, the orretion to the energy of thestate�E1=N = 3(1 + � �F;B � 2 �F;B)8�I;B = 3(�F;B + 1)28�F;B�2F;B) :For B = 1, the di�erene of the �F and nuleonmasses is�M�FN = !F;1 � 3(1� � �F;1)8�I;1 == !F;1 + 3(�F;1 + 1)8�2F;1�F;1 : (41)The di�erene of masses of the � and �-hyperons alsois of interest and an be represented in the simple form�M�F�F = !F;1 � !F;1 + 3(� �F;1 � �F;1)8�I;1 == 3(�F;1 + 1)4�F;1�F;1 : (42)The binding energy di�erenes ���s;�;�b are thehanges of binding energies of the lowest baryon sys-tem with �avor �s; � or �b and isospin I = 0 (for oddB) and I = 1=2 (for even B) in omparison with theusual u; d nulei (when one nuleon is replaed by the�-hyperon). The lassial masses of skyrmions are an-elled in suh di�erenes:��B;F = �Egr:st:(B)��E(B;F ) + �M�FN : (43)It follows from (40) that for an odd B-number, thishange of the binding energy of the system is��B;F = �!F;1 � �!F;B + 3(�F;1 + 1)8�2F;1�F;1 �� 3(�F;B + 1)8�2F;B�F;B : (44)Evidently, in the limit of very heavy �avor, �F !1,��B;F ! �!F;1 � �!F;B: (45)For B-numbers 4; 6; : : : , we obtain

��B;F = �!F;1 � �!F;B + 3(�F;1 + 1)8�2F;1�F;1 �� 3(�F;B + 1)28�2F;B�F;B : (46)In the limit of very heavy �avor, it follows from (46)that ��B;F = �!F;1 � �!F;B � 38�F;B ; (47)and hene, in omparison with the ase of oddB-numbers, there is an additional ontribution dereas-ing with the inrease of the B-number (beause iner-tia inreases with B) from approximately 25 MeV forB = 3.The formulas (44) and (46) allow us to perform nu-merial estimates for the binding energies of anti�a-vored states, using the results for frequenies and mo-ments of inertia presented in previous Tables.For a speial ase of B = 2, we present in Tables 5�7the binding energies of �avored J = 0 states relative toNN sattering state (I = 1, J = 0), whih di�er from(46) by adding 1=�I;B=2.One should keep in mind that for the SK4 model,the value of the �+ mass is equal to 1588 MeV,whih is approximately 150 MeV above the kaon �nuleon threshold. Therefore, the states with thelargest binding energy shown in Table 5 are unstablerelative to strong interations. For the SK6 variant,M� = 1566 MeV and the binding energies are onsid-erably smaller, by approximately 40�50 MeV in someases (this is the main feature of the SK6 variant). Forthe resaled variants, the di�erene between both vari-ants is redued onsiderably, but the binding energiesare then underestimated.From the phenomenologial standpoint, we shoulddesribe the B = 1 states with the original variantsof models, i.e., e = 4:12, e0 = 4:11 and states with10 < B = A < 30, using resaled variants, as is sug-gested by results of [65℄. This proedure gives mostoptimisti values of ��S=+1, about 145 MeV for theSK4 variant and approximately 140 MeV for the SK6variant. However, unertainty of this predition is fewtens of MeV, at least.For antiharm and antibeauty, there is onsiderabledi�erene between the SK4 and SK6 variants (Tables 6and 7). The mass of the �-hyperon in the SK4 modelis equal to 2700 MeV and the mass of �b is 5880 MeV,both well below the threshold for strong deay. Forthe SK6 variant, these masses are by 40 and 100 MeVgreater, but also below the threshold. The SK6 variantis less attrative than the SK4 variant, mainly beause1068



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :Table 5. The binding energy di�erenes and total binding energies of positive strangeness �+-hypernulei (in MeV)for the SK4 and SK6 variants of the model in rational-map approximationB ��SK4 �SK4 ��SK6 �SK6 ��SK4� �SK4� ��SK6� �SK6�2 47 47 75 75 25 25 17 173 67 76 45 53 26 34 4 124 20 49 �4 24 9 38 �8 205 81 108 47 74 30 57 6 336 56 88 24 56 20 52 �1 317 83 121 41 80 32 70 7 458 69 126 31 87 24 81 2 589 94 152 53 110 33 90 8 6610 79 144 39 103 27 92 4 6811 99 173 56 130 33 108 9 8412 86 178 43 135 28 120 5 9713 101 196 56 152 33 129 9 10414 93 197 50 154 29 133 6 11115 105 219 61 175 33 147 9 12316 96 224 53 181 29 157 7 13417 105 235 61 191 33 163 9 13918 100 237 56 194 29 167 7 14419 109 255 65 211 33 178 10 15620 103 263 60 220 29 190 8 16821 111 276 67 232 32 197 10 17522 105 279 62 236 29 203 8 18223 113 297 69 253 32 216 10 19424 107 305 64 263 29 228 8 20625 113 316 70 273 31 235 10 21326 109 321 66 278 29 241 8 22027 115 337 72 294 31 253 10 23228 111 347 69 305 29 265 9 24529 116 358 73 315 31 273 10 25230 112 363 70 321 29 279 9 25931 117 376 75 335 30 290 10 27032 113 385 71 343 29 300 9 281the anti�avor exitation energies for B = 1 in the SK6variant are smaller than for B � 2, whih leads to re-pulsion for B > 1, in omparison with the more familiarSK4 model. Considerable derease of binding energiesfor large B, greater than B � 20, may be onnetedwith fat that the rational-map approximation beomesunrealisti for suh large baryon numbers. The beautydeay onstant Fb is not measured yet, whih intro-
dues additional unertainty in our preditions. Prob-ably, the value Fb=F� = 1:8 is the best one for thedesription of the �b mass.In Table 7, we present the binding energies of hyper-nulei with antiharm and antibeauty quantum num-bers for the resaled SK4 and SK6 variants of themodel.1069



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005Table 6. The total binding energy di�erenes and binding energies themselves (in MeV) for the anti�avored states,SK4 variant (�rst 4 olumns), and SK6 variant (last 4 olumns). FD=F� = 1:5, FB=F� = 2:B ��SK4� �� ��SK4�b ��b ��SK6� �� ��SK6�b ��b2 61 61 90 90 56 56 44 443 38 46 49 57 �8 0 �36 �284 15 44 48 76 �29 �1 �36 �75 44 71 55 82 �5 22 �30 �36 27 59 43 75 �20 12 �39 �77 47 85 62 101 �5 34 �23 168 31 87 41 98 �17 40 �37 199 42 100 43 100 �6 51 �33 2410 31 96 33 98 �15 50 �40 2511 40 114 34 108 �7 68 �37 3712 31 123 27 119 �15 78 �42 5016 27 154 8 136 �15 113 �50 7817 32 162 11 141 �10 120 �47 8320 22 183 �7 154 �15 145 �57 10424 19 217 �19 179 �16 182 �62 13628 15 251 �31 205 �17 220 �68 16932 12 283 �40 232 �18 254 �72 200Table 7. The same as in Table 6, for the resaled SK4 and SK6 variants of the modelB ��SK4�� �� ��SK4��b ��b ��SK6�� �� ��SK6��b ��b2 36 36 54 54 �5 �5 �30 �303 24 32 35 43 �27 �19 �59 �514 19 48 44 72 �26 2 �45 �165 27 54 39 66 �22 5 �50 �236 18 50 31 63 �27 5 �52 �207 30 69 46 84 �17 22 �38 18 19 75 27 84 �24 32 �49 79 21 78 23 80 �21 36 �49 810 15 80 17 82 �25 40 �52 1311 17 91 13 88 �22 52 �52 2312 12 104 9 101 �25 67 �53 3916 3 131 �12 115 �28 100 �61 6617 6 136 �10 120 �26 104 �60 7020 �4 156 �30 131 �31 130 �68 9324 �10 188 �43 155 �33 166 �73 12528 �17 220 �57 179 �35 202 �78 15832 �21 251 �67 205 �37 235 �82 1901070



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Flavored exoti multibaryons : : :Several peuliarities should be emphasized. Thebinding energies for the resaled variants are in generalsmaller than those for the original variants (Table 6),mainly due to the derease of exitation energies forthe B = 1 on�guration (by approximately 100 MeVfor the antiharm and 110 MeV for antibeauty). Forgreater B-numbers, this derease is smaller. However,beause the resaled or nulear variant is valid for largeenough baryon numbers, the binding energies an begreater than the values given in Tables 6 and 7, at leastfor B-numbers greater than approximately 10. This issimilar to the situation with the strangeness quantumnumber (see Table 5 and its disussion).5. CONCLUSIONSThe exitation energies of anti�avors are estimatedwithin the bound state version of the hiral solitonmodel in two di�erent variants of the model, SK4 andSK6, and for two values of the model parameter (eor e0, see Tables 3 and 4). The bounds for the ex-peted binding energies of hypernulei are obtained inthis way. These bounds are wide: variations of the to-tal binding energy for the SK4 and SK6 models anreah 40�50 MeV. The di�erene between the original(baryon) variant and the resaled (nulear) variant isgreater for strangeness and smaller for antiharm andantibeauty, where it is not greater than approximately20�30 MeV for baryon numbers between 3 and approx-imately 20. If the logi is orret that the resaledor nulear variant of the model should be applied forlarge enough B-numbers, beginning with B � 10, thenwe should expet the existene of weakly deaying hy-pernulei with antiharm and antibeauty.The properties of multiskyrmion on�gurations thatare neessary for these numerial estimates have beenalulated within the rational-map approximation [46℄,whih provides remarkable saling laws for the exita-tion energies of heavy anti�avors. This saling prop-erty of heavy �avors (anti�avors) exitation energies,noted previously [43, 63℄ and on�rmed in the presentpaper by numerial alulations, is ful�lled with goodauray. The relative role of the quantum orretionof the order 1=N (hyper�ne splitting) dereases withinreasing the baryon number as 1=B, and therefore,besides the 1=N-expansion widely used and disussedin the literature, the 1=B-expansion and arguments anbe used to justify the hiral soliton approah at largeenough values of the baryon number.Positive strangeness nulear states are mostlybound relative to the deay into �+ and nulear frag-ments, and one an therefore speak about �+ hypernu-lei [54, 71℄. The partiular value of the binding energy

depends on the variant of the model and is greater forthe original SK4 variant (Table 5). The existene ofdeeply bound states is not exluded by our treatment,although the energy of the state is in most ases su�-ient for the strong deay into kaon and residual nuleusor nulear fragments.The binding energies of the ground states of hy-pernulei with heavy anti�avors (� or �b) shown in Ta-bles 6 and 7 are more stable relative to variations of themodel parameters (e or e0), but more sensitive to themodel itself. Similarly to the ase of antistrangeness,the binding energies for the SK6 variant of the modelare systematially smaller than for the SK4 variant.Within our approah, it is possible to obtain thespetra of exited states with greater values of theisospin and angular momentum. The energy sale inthe �rst ase is given by 1=�I and in the seond by1=�J , whih is muh smaller for large baryon num-bers. Beause 1=�I = 1=�J � 180 MeV for B = 1(see Table 1), it seems di�ult, within the hiral soli-ton approah, to obtain suh small spaing between theground state and exited levels as derived, e.g., in [53℄within the quark models.Although we performed onsiderable numerialwork, we feel that further re�nements, improvements,and more preise alulations are neessary. For ex-ample, possible ontributions of the order 1=N tothe �avor exitation energies mentioned, e.g., in [44℄,might hange our onlusions. When alulations forthe present paper have been �nished, we beame awareof papers [71℄ and [72℄, where the possibility of the ex-istene of antistrange � hypernulei is disussed withinmore onventional approahes. The results obtainedin [71℄ and [72℄ qualitatively agree with ours.We thank V. A. Matveev and V. A. Rubakov for dis-ussions and remarks. V. B. K. is indebted to Ya. I. Az-imov and I. I. Strakovsky for useful E-mail onversa-tions, and to M. Karliner, H. Walliser, and H. Weigelfor numerous valuable disussions. The results in thepresent paper have been reported in part at the Confer-ene QFTHEP, Peterhof, Russia, 19�25 June 2004 andSymposium of London Mathematial Soiety, Durham,UK, 2�12 August 2004.APPENDIXComparison of the �avor and anti�avorexitation energy di�erene in the rigid rotatorand bound state modelsHere, we show that the di�erene between �avorand anti�avor exitation energies given by (23) oin-1071



V. B. Kopeliovih, A. M. Shunderuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005ides with the di�erene of the SU(3) rotation ener-gies between exoti and nonexoti multiplets within therigid rotator approah, in the leading-N approxima-tion. The method used here is similar to that in [22℄applied for arbitrary B-numbers and N = 3. The gen-eralization to arbitrary N and NF was reently madein [70℄. For nonexoti multiplets, we have the quantiza-tion ondition p+2q = NB [61℄; we take p = 1 for oddB-numbers, and p = 0 for even B. The ontribution tothe SU(3) rotation energy depending on the ��avor�moment of inertia, whih is of interest here, is equalto [61℄Erot(SU3) = 12�F �� �C2(SU3)(p; q)� Ir(Ir + 1)�N2B2=12� (48)withC2(SU3) = p2 + q2 + pq3 + p+ q == (p+ 2q)2 + 3p212 + p+ 2q2 + p2 :The �right� isospin for the lowest nonexoti states isIr = p=2 = 0 for even B (as for the nulei 4He, 12C,16O, et.) and Ir = p=2 = 1=2 for odd B (as for theisodoublets 3H�3He, 5He�5Li, et.).The lowest possible exoti irreduible SU(3) repre-sentation (p; q) for eah value of the baryon number Bis de�ned by the relationsp0 + 2q0 = NB + 3m;m oinides with the number of additional quark�antiquark pairs for several lowest values of p0. Thedi�erene of the SU(3) rotation energies for exoti andnonexoti multiplets is given by�Erot = 12�F;B �C2(SU3)0 � C2(SU3)�� I 0r(I 0r + 1) + Ir(Ir + 1)�: (49)After simple transformations, it an be written as�Erot = 12�F;B �m(2NB + 3m) + p02 � p2)4 ++ 3m2 + p0 � p2 + (Ir � I 0r)(Ir + I 0r + 1)� : (50)If m = 1, for the lowest irreduible SU(3) representa-tions, we havep0 = 1 and q0 = (NB + 2)=2for even B, andp0 = 0 and q0 = (NB + 3)=2

for odd B. We should keep in mind that the rightisospin is given byI 0r = p0 + 12 = Ir + 1for B = 2; 4; : : : andI 0r = p0 + 12 = IrforB = 1; 3; 5 : : : For harm or beauty, due to the largeon�guration mixing aused by large values of D- orB-meson masses present in the Lagrangian, suh low-est irreduible representations are often not the mainomponent of the mixed state (papers [51℄ may be ofinterest in this relation), but for strangeness they are.For even B (m = 1; p = 0; p0 = 1), we have�Erot = 14�F;B �NB + 2�: (51)For odd B (p = 1; p0 = 0), we obtain�Erot = 14�F;B �NB + 3�: (52)For N = 3 and B = 1, this oinides with well-knownexpression for the mass di�erene between the antide-uplet and the otet of baryons.The leading-N ontribution is the same as givenby (23). For arbitrary m, the leading ontribution is�Erot = mNB4�F;Bfor any multiplets with the �nal values of p0 and Ir,inluding the values not onsidered here. It is worthnoting that the orretion to the leading ontributiondereases not only with inreasing N but also with in-reasing B (we reall that �F;B � NB). Therefore,onvergene of both methods is better for larger valuesof B. REFERENCES1. T. Nakano et. al. [LEPS Collab.℄, Phys. Rev. Lett.91, 012002 (2003); E-print arhives hep-ex/03010020;Barmin et al., [DIANA Collab.℄, Yad. Fiz. 66, 1763(2003); E-print arhives hep-ex/0304040.2. S. Stepanyan et al [CLAS Collab.℄, Phys. Rev. Lett.91, 252001 (2003); J. Barth et al [SAPHIR Col-lab.℄, Phys. Lett. B 572, 127 (2003); V. Kubarovskyand S. Stepanyan [CLAS Collab.℄, AIP Conf. Pro.698, 543 (2003); E-print arhives hep-ex/0307088;A. E. Asratyan, A. G. Dolgolenko, and M. A. Kubant-sev, Yad. Fiz. 67, 704 (2004); V. Kubarovsky et al.[CLAS Collab.℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 032001 (2004);1072
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